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Fox Model FT2A Nominated
for Flow Control’s 2014
Innovation Awards!
Flow Control’s Innovation Awards program recognizes
compelling technologies that provide solutions for the
movement, measurement and containment of fluids/gases.
Products nominated for awards are based on materials submitted
to Flow Control’s open call made earlier in the year and winning
products are based on votes submitted by the public.
Of the many new design features of the Model FT2A, accommodating multiple communication options on
board the meter is the most groundbreaking. Most flow meter manufacturers that offer communication
options for their meters must house this feature separately or create a meter model specifically for a
communication type, but the FT2A allows this to be housed inside the meter itself. Vote for the FT2A Now!

Win a New iPhone 5s!
Fox is proud to announce that the Model FT2A has been nominated
for this award due to its redeveloped design! In order to win the
award, we’ll need help from all of you. There are great incentives
to vote: not only will you be showing that the FT2A is deserving of
this honor, but you could win a prize!
Voters have a chance to win a new iPhone 5s! Winners will be
chosen randomly from the pool of voters* (see note below) after
the voting ends on August 1st. One vote per person, vote for up to
three technologies. Vote Now!!!

Place Your Vote for the Fox Model FT2A Now!
By clicking on any of the voting links on this page, you will be brought to
the Flow Control voting webpage. Vote by selecting the check box beneath
the Fox entry. Fill out your details and the comment field at the bottom of the
page, then select the “Vote Now!” button to cast your vote.
*Note: Only those who include comments and contact details in the provided
fields will be entered into the drawing to win the iPhone 5s. Please only place
your vote once. Multiple submissions from the same person will be parsed to
eliminate duplicate submissions prior to performing a final vote count. Vote
Now!!!
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Download the FT2A Datasheet to learn more about this
innovative product.

Download the Fox Model
FT2A Brochure!

